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ABSTRACT
This paper deals with region-of-interest (ROI) tracking for
applications such as video surveillance or cinematographic
post-production. An ROI is typically delineated by a bounding box or a basic shape such as an ellipse in the first frame
of the video. The tracking problem consists in detecting the
ROI throughout the video as it moves and deforms. This
detection can be done based on the full content of the ROI.
However, since the ROI is, by definition, an approximate
segmentation of the actual object of interest, it includes some
background. This can make the ROI detection less accurate and induce a drift. Instead, we propose to use keypoint
extractors and local descriptors combined with robust motion estimation. The motion estimation relies on the analysis of the temporal trajectories, or tracks, of the keypoints
in groups of pictures (GOP). Some results are presented on
natural sequences. The proposed method seems accurate.
1. INTRODUCTION
Object tracking is a challenging task for the research vision
community. It is a low level task required for many different
applications as video surveillance, television, or cinematographic post-production. The shape of the contour used to
track the object depends on the type of application. Indeed,
a basic bounding box is acceptable for a video surveillance
application while Bezier curves are used for tasks requiring
precision such as compositing. In this paper, we focus on
ROI tracking where the ROI is defined on the first frame of
the sequence by a hand-edited shape.
Some tracking methods based on active contours [1, 2] propose to track the object of interest by computing the object
contour frame by frame. However, they are usually based on
a notion of (possibly non-trivial) homogeneity of the object
(e.g., intensity, motion, histogram. . . ). This homogeneity
description might be difficult to establish. ROI-based methods, like bounding box tracking [3, 4], are an interesting
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alternative when the exact object contour is not required.
However, when using global ROI descriptors, they may not
be accurate enough if the object appearance changes too
much.
The proposed tracking approach is based on keypoints [5,
6, 7]. Keypoints (also called interest points, salient points,
or feature points in the literature) have proved their usefulness for image indexation [8], image retrieval [9], and 3D
object model tracking [10, 11, 12]. The proposed method
is based on temporal trajectories of keypoints called tracks.
The main contribution of this paper is the estimation of the
object motion performed from the tracks on groups of pictures (GOP). The use of GOP allows to increase the reliability of the parameter estimation. According to the results,
the proposed method seems accurate.
The paper is organized as follows: Section 2 focuses on the
proposed tracking method. Section 3 shows and discusses
some tracking examples. Finally, Section 4 concludes.
2. PROPOSED APPROACH
Let V be a video composed of n frames F 1 , · · · , F n . Let
B 1 be the contour of the ROI in frame F 1 . The tracking
problem consists in defining the contours B 2 , · · · , B n from
B 1 . The process has to be precise because an error in the
computation of a ROI B i can induce an important drift of
the following ROI.
The proposed tracking is based on the analysis of some reliable temporal trajectories called tracks. We assume that the
overall motion of “large” objects can be estimated from the
trajectory of so-called keypoints.
2.1. Building of tracks
A track is the temporal trajectory of a keypoint. A keypoint [5, 6, 7], also called interest point, salient point, feature point in the literature, is a point in an image which has
a well-defined position and can be robustly detected, for example object corners. Combined with local descriptors [13,
14, 15, 16, 17], they are distinctive and have proven to be

useful in different applications [8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 18]. Keypoints extracted from different frames are matched based on
their descriptors, typically using the L1-norm or L2-norm.
Descriptors have different properties. For example, a window of gray-level or color values of an image is spatially
distinctive but is not robust to rotation. On the contrary, the
gray-level distribution estimated by the Parzen method [19]
on a window is a descriptor robust to rotation and small scaling but is not spatially distinctive. The SIFT method [15]
improves matching by defining a multi-scale keypoint extractor and a descriptor based on the gradient direction histogram. This descriptor is both spatially distinctive and robust to rotations and scalings. In this paper, we will use
the Harris [5] keypoint extractor combined with a gray-level
circular window descriptor. This choice is discussed in Section 2.3.
Tracks are built as follows. First, keypoints are extracted independently in each frame of the video using a chosen keypoint extractor. Then, the descriptor is computed for each
keypoint and each keypoint is matched with keypoints defined in the next frame by matching their descriptors (using
the L1-norm) with cross-validation. The motion between
two consecutive frames is assumed to be small enough to
consider candidate keypoints only in a search window. Finally, pairs of matching keypoints sharing a common keypoint are concatenated into sets of keypoints called tracks
(see Fig. 1). Tracks are generally not defined for all the
frames of the video but on a subset of frames. The following notation will be used: a track Tk defined on the interval
[F i , F j ] is a set of keypoints Tk = {tik , ..., tjk }. Tracks are
the base of the proposed method and their usefulness will
be justify in Section 2.2.

2.2. Motion estimation of the ROI
In this Section, we introduce first a basic approach of motion estimation from tracks. Second, we propose to improve
the tracking by using groups of pictures (GOP).
2.2.1. Basic procedure
The proposed tracking method is based on the following assumption: the overall motion of the object ROI can be deduced from the motion of the keypoints belonging to the
object. In other words, the object ROI is guided over time
by the tracks remaining inside the pipe formed by the handedited ROI B 1 in frame F 1 and all the ROI B i computed so
far.
In the following, we assume that the object ROI B 1 , ..., B m
already exist. The ROI B j , defined on the frame F j , is a
set of samples {pj1 , · · · , pjl }. The problem is to compute
B m+1 from the previous ROI B m and the tracks. First,
each track Tk remaining inside the temporal pipe formed
by B 1 , ..., B m and defined at least for the frames F m and
m+1
F m+1 is selected. Second, the pairs of keypoints {tm
}
k , tk
are extracted from selected tracks. Third, an affine motion
matrix M is estimated from these pairs using the following
M-estimator [20]:
X
m+1
M = arg min
f (kM.tm
k),
(1)
k − tk
M

k

m+1
where tm
are given in projective coordinates, M
k and tk
is a 3 × 3 affine motion matrix, f a cost function, and k.k
stands for the Euclidean norm. The minimization is performed by using a simplex method [21].
We have chosen M-estimators because they provide a precise estimation of the parameters and because they are robust to outliers (presence of keypoints of the background
in the ROI) as opposed to the classical mean square error
corresponding to choosing f (x) = x2 . Function f can be
chosen among [22, 23]:
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Fig. 1. Example of tracks on sequence Erik on frame F 1 .
Note that the tracks on the background project to a single
point since the background is still. The character turns his
head to his lefts.

(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)
(6)

In this paper, we chose f equal to the absolute value. Finally, the contour B m+1 is deduced by applying M to the
samples of B m :
pm+1
= M.pm
i , ∀i ∈ [1, l],
i
m+1
where pm
are given in projective coordinates.
i and pi

(7)

2.2.2. Temporally local motion estimation
M-estimators, as most of statistics methods, require enough
observations to provide a robust and precise estimation of
the parameters. With small objects, the number of selected
tracks may be as low as 10 tracks. Consequently, only 10
observations are used for the parameter estimation. Increasing the number of tracks by increasing the sensitivity of the
keypoint detector to extract more keypoints would decrease
their relevance and consequently the accuracy of the parameter estimation. Thus, we propose to account for more keypoints on previous and next frames from the selected tracks.
We make the following assumption: in a video, it is reasonable to assume that, within a group of picture (GOP),
the motion of points (keypoints and samples) is stationary
(or conversely, the size of GOP must be chosen such that
this assumption is reasonable). Let us consider that the motion is stationary in a GOP of G frames. G should be chosen even so that the GOP can be centered around frames
{F m , F m+1 }. Let g be equal to G
2 . Therefore, at most G
pairs of keypoints are extracted for each selected track:
{tm−g
, tm−g+1
}, {tm−g+1
, tm−g+2
}, · · ·
k
k
k
k
j j+1
m m+1
· · · , {tk , tk }, · · · , {tk , tk }, · · · , {tkm+g , tm+g+1
}
k
It is implicitly assumed that the tracks remaining inside ROI
B 1 , · · · , B m will remain inside B m+1 , · · · , B n . Given a
set of keypoint pairs, the main idea is to give more importance to pairs temporally close to F m . The temporal
weighting δj for a pair of keypoints {tjk , tj+1
k } is given by:
δj = ψ(|m − j|),

(8)

where ψ is positive, monotonically decreasing function defined on R+ . For example, ψ may be a Gaussian function
or a function differentiated from the classical regularization
functions [23]. The motion matrix M is estimated using the
following weighted M-estimator [20]:
M = arg min
M

X m+g
X

δj .f (kM.tjk − tj+1
k k),

(9)

k j=m−g

where tjk and tj+1
are given in projective coordinates, M is
k
a 3 × 3 affine motion matrix, f (x) = |x|, and k.k stands
for the Euclidean norm. The temporal weightings δj are
different for each pair extracted from Tk but similar for all
k. Finally, the ROI B m+1 is deduced by applying M to
each samples of B m as in Eq. (7).
2.3. Discussion on choice of keypoint extractors and descriptors
The keypoint extraction [5, 6, 7] and the definition of local descriptors [13, 14, 15, 16, 17] have been intensively

studied. Indeed, the keypoint matching have been used in
many application like image and video indexing and retrieval [8, 9, 24] or 3D object model tracking [12, 10, 11].
The recent descriptors, for example SIFT [15], allow to define reliable keypoint matching between different views of
an object, particularly in case of important viewpoint displacement. In our case, the viewpoint displacement and the
motion of the objects between two consecutive frames appears small. The matching problem performed on a search
window is easier. The matching performed using the Harris
extractor combined with a gray-level circular window as a
descriptor provides keypoint matches as reliable as using a
reference method as SIFT. As a consequence, this choice of
keypoint extractor and descriptor does not appear critical.
For this reason, we have chosen to use the Harris keypoint
extractor combined with a gray-level circular window descriptor. The radius chosen for the descriptor is 8 pixels.
3. EXPERIMENTS
3.1. Comparison of the proposed method to two other
approaches
In this section, the proposed method is compared with two
other tracking methods. The first one is a simple block
matching method [25] using a sub-optimal approach [26].
The object ROI hand-edited in frame F 1 is the initial block.
The blocks corresponding to the optimum of a given similarity measure are detected on frames F 2 , · · · , F n . We
chose sum of absolute differences as the similarity measure.
The second method is a mean-shift based method [3, 27].
Only the visual quality of the resulting trackings was compared. For the experiments, the size of the GOP was 4
frames. The contours computed with the three tested tracking methods are presented superimposed over the frame.
The ROI was a rectangle with corners {pj1 , pj2 , · · · , pj4 }.
First, the three methods were compared on the SD (SD=704×
576 pixels) sequence Ice of 10 frames (see Fig. 2). The rectangle is initialized for all methods on frame F 1 around the
head of a skater (see Fig. 2(a)). The three methods provide
an efficient tracking. However, the proposed method and
the block matching based method seem to track better the
object than the mean-shift based method.
Second, the methods were compared on the CIF (CIF=352×
288 pixels) sequence Crew of 80 frames (see Fig. 3). The
rectangle is initialized for all methods on frame F 1 around
the head of an astronaut (see Fig. 3(a)). Up to frame 50, both
the block matching based method and the proposed method
provide an accurate tracking (see Fig. 3(b)) while meanshift based method fails. After frame F 50 , both the block
matching based method and the mean-shift based method
fail to track the head (see Fig. 3(c) and Fig. 3(d)).
Third, the methods were compared on the CIF sequence
Football of 20 frames. The rectangle is initialized for all

methods on frame F 1 around the helmet of the football
player (see Fig. 4(a)). With this sequence, only the proposed
method provides an accurate tracking (see Fig. 4). The two
other methods are unable to track the football player helmet.
The proposed method seems robust to outliers (presence of
keypoints of the background in the ROI), and luminance
change (see Fig. 3).
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3.2. Tracking using an elliptic shape
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An elliptic shape seems more adapted than rectangle bounding boxes for face tracking. Indeed, during the step of track
selection, the use of bounding box may select tracks which
do not belong to the object. The keypoint pairs extracted
from these tracks appears as outliers. Although the use of
robust motion estimation allows to decrease their influence,
some applications, like face colorization, typically use ellipses to track objects.
The rectangle bounding box of the previous examples has
been replaced with an ellipse. 50 samples {pj1 , pj2 , · · · , pj50 }
were used.
Fig. 5 shows the tracking performed on sequence Football
presented in Section 3.1.
4. CONCLUSION
We have proposed a tracking method based on the estimation of the region-of-interest (ROI) motion from keypoint
temporal trajectories. The method is independent of the
shape of the ROI. The use of groups of pictures increases the
number of observations and thus increases the precision and
the robustness to outliers of the motion estimation. The proposed method performs well on several natural sequences.
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